Written Test Answers

1. In what unit did Modern Combatives begin?
   (2nd Ranger Battalion)

2. What principle of training does the MACP system use?
   (Realistic Training)

3. What was the principle reason the Russians were successful with SOMBO?
   (It’s competitive nature)

4. Why is ground grappling taught first in Modern Combatives?
   (Easier to learn)

5. Who wins the hand-to-hand fight in combat?
   ( Whoever's friend show up with a gun first)

6. What is the defining characteristic of a warrior?
   (Willingness to close with the enemy)

7. What is the universal fight plan?
   (Two opponents standing toe to toe striking until one is defeated)

8. What are the three phases of the basic fight strategy?
   (Close the distance, Gain Dominant body position, Finish the fight)

9. What are the four basic ranges of stand up fighting?
   (Projectile, Striking, Clinching, Grappling)

10. What are the three elements of stand up fighting?
    (Range, Angle, Level)

   Soldier may miss no more than three questions
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